Notes on application for conducting other activities in Dedicated Areas

1.

The general public are welcome to visit the BD Website to access the list
of dedicated areas (DAs).

2.

Initial information of each DA is clearly displayed in the BD Website and
the purpose of dedication could be grouped into 3 categories:
(a) Corner splay – This usually involves small area of about 3m2 in
triangular shape at the corner of a building and its purpose is to
improve sight-lines of drivers.
(b) DA for public passage only – This usually is intended for public
passage to allow people using the DA to gain access to nearby major
buildings and/ or the public transport networks etc.
(c) DA for public passage and also permits certain activities etc. – Only a
very limited cases of DAs would permit other activities e.g.
recreational uses, display or exhibition, etc. to be conducted.

3.

Display of each of the 3 categories is mentioned in paragraph 2 above is at
Annex I.

4.

The two categories mentioned in paragraph 2(a) & (b) above are required
to be used by the public for improvement of motorist sight-lines and for
public passage. Hence, they are not suitable for conducting recreational
uses, display or exhibition, etc.

5.

Regarding paragraph 2(c) above, the owners are welcome to contact 1823
call centre or send e-mail to BD (enquiry@bd.gov.hk) to contact the BD
case officers for an initial discussion. Depending on the merits of
individual case, the BD officer will remind the owners to submit relevant
documents in support of application for conducting the activities to BD for
processing.
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-26.

Usually, the pledge of giving a substantive reply would be 1 month from
the receipt of the application. The BD officer will examine the deed of
dedication (D/D) of each case to see if the proposed activities are
permitted under the relevant clauses of the D/D. Also, BD would
examine whether such activities will adversely affect the public in using
the DAs for public passage in question.

7.

It also remains the responsibility of the owners to obtain the relevant
approval/consent from the relevant authorities in addition to the BD for
their use (such as the Food and Environmental Hygiene Department, the
Social Welfare Department and the Hong Kong Police Force) and to
comply with other requirements, as imposed by the government or under
the relevant statutes and to be responsible for liabilities arising from the
use.
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Corner splay
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Dedicated Areas for public passage only
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DAS allowing recreational activities etc.

